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Leadership Presence
Presence-Based Coaching offers coaches a hands-on resource for developing the capacities and skills needed to be reliably
present in all situations, and shows how to let go of habitual—and often ineffective—ways of responding. As author and
leadership expert Doug Silsbee explains, once a coach has mastered the inner moves of directing their own attention, they
can work to develop the same capability in their clients. The ability of a coach to facilitate lasting, sustainable development
in leaders rests on the presence a coach offers to the coach-client relationship.

Process Improvement Essentials
Current research indicates that approximately 70% of all organizational change initiatives fail. This includes mergers and
acquisitions, introductions of new technologies, and changes in business processes. Leadership is critical in initiating,
driving and sustaining change to produce business results, and executive coaching is the best way to support leaders at all
levels. Coaching for Change introduces a model for executive coaching that provides the tools and resources to support
leaders in driving organization change. In this book, a number of coaching and change models are explored with the goal of
integrating them into a framework that can be applied to the individual, team or organization. Bennett and Bush explain the
theories behind both coaching and change, and include practical sections on developing coaching skills. A companion
website supports this book as a learning tool, featuring a curriculum, instructor guides, powerpoint presentations and more.
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Coaching for Change is a valuable book for students in coaching, change management or organizational development
courses, as well as professionals who want to develop their skills to drive successful change within their organizations.

Coaching Life-Changing Small Group Leaders
Coaching can work brilliantly. It can help you improve your employee retention levels, succession planning, and
organisational creativity. In a supportive culture, managers, coaches and coachees all trust each other and work together.
Sadly, even the best-managed coaching programme, with the best coaches, will fail in the real world where the coaching
takes place doesn't match the fine words from HR. Spending money on coaching without first ensuring that the groundwork
has been done is a fast track to failure. Make sure your training and development budget delivers what you need by first
creating a culture that supports coaching.

The Program
Thinking Body, Dancing Mind
A guide to creating successful schools covers mentoring of new teachers, using study groups, and building a variety of
learning communities.

Coaching Mastery
As a mentor you must be many things: role model, expert, advocate, cheerleader, enforcer and friend. Plus you must make
a positive, lasting difference to the knowledge, skills and prospects of your mentee. So, being a mentor is a big
responsibility. But with The Mentoring Manual, getting it right is easy. Based on methods developed - and proven – in
business, this highly practical book will show you how mentoring works, take you step-by-step through everything you need
to know and do, and show you how both parties can get the best from the relationship. · Understand what mentoring really
is and how to do it well · Feel fully confident in your ability to be a great mentor · Develop key skills like listening,
collaboration and coaching · Help your mentee feel more knowledgeable, confident and valued · Pass on your skills,
experience and expertise to colleagues and contacts Get the most from mentoring: help your mentee, develop your skills
and make a positive difference “A breath of fresh air compared with many books on coaching and mentoring. The process
of mentoring and the potential pitfalls are presented in a clear and challenging way.” David Megginson, Emeritus Professor
of HRD, Sheffield Hallam University “A clear, pragmatic and accessible guide for mentors.” Professor David Clutterbuck,
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author, speaker, and co-founder of the European Mentoring and Coaching Council

The Thin Book of Trust
Widely recognised as a leading practical handbook on coaching, The Coaching Manual combines an understanding of
coaching principles, skills, attitudes and behaviours, along with practical guidance and a comprehensive tool kit for
coaches. The Coaching Manual demystifies the full coaching process, from first step to final meeting. This is the complete
guide to coaching and includes: models, perspectives, skills, case studies, tips and advice.

Clear Leadership
Collaborative coaching is a process to enhance intentional practice and improve student learning and achievement. Building
upon a foundation of mutual respect and inquiry, coaches support growth by asking questions that promote reflection, and
in so doing they also learn about their own practice.This guide provides an overview of mindsets and skill sets essential to a
successful coaching process. Susan Villani and Kathy Dunne provide practical information and effective strategies from the
perspective of the “coach” on topics such as: * Dimensions of Success * The Coaching Cycle * Norms of Collaboration * Data
Gathering * A Continuum of Coaching Behaviors A critically important resource in an era where teacher
supervision/evaluation is in the process of being transformed.

Coaching Agile Teams
"High Performance Team Coaching (HPTC) is a fantastic resource and a 'must read' for all Team Leaders and Coaches. The
authors demystify the concepts of creating and sustaining high performance teams and how to lead and coach them. Built
upon solid research and investigation along with practical and relevant action steps, it is a resource that will help move your
team from average or good, to high performance in any context." - Lillas Marie Hatala and Richard Hatala, Co-authors of
Integrative Leadership: Building a Foundation for Personal, Interpersonal, and Organizational Success "With a combination
of systematic field research and an intense scrutiny of the literature, Peters and Carr have developed a system of high
performance team coaching that is fit-for-purpose and accessible for practitioners but with an appropriate and transparent
evidence base. It provides the framework and underpinning that will allow this much needed [team coaching] modality to
achieve its potential." - Dr. Annette Fillery-Travis, M/DProf Programme Coordinator, Middlesex University Member of the
Steering Group of the International Centre for the Study of Coaching "High Performance Team Coaching advances the field
of coaching by filling the gap for a practical, yet thoroughly evidence-based model to guide team coaching practice.
Drawing on the authors' considerable experience and their recent empirical research this clearly written, well-documented
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text provides actionable guidelines and practical strategies for working with teams and makes a genuine and important
contribution to the field." - Dr. Elaine Cox, Editor: International Journal of Evidence Based Coaching and Mentoring Director
of Postgraduate Coaching & Mentoring Programmes, Oxford Brookes University

The Seven Secrets of Successful Coaches
Cut through the "mush" to sustain and improve the quality of your partnerships at work. Gervase R. Bushe named one of HR
Magazine's Most Influential Thinkers 2016 What happened to that win-win partnership with your boss, colleage, or direct
report that suddenly dissolved into mistrust and suspision? Despite your best intentions, how did hidden agendas,
unresolved conflicts, and miscommunication get in the way? With new research, fresh insight, and up-to-date examples of
what it takes to collaborativelyy organize and sustain healthy relationships at work, this newly revised edition of Clear
Leadership tackles these issues head-on. Building on the powerful concepts that made the first edition such a success,
Gervase Bushe explains why even the most promising partnerships get derailed and what you can do about it.

The Common Core Coaching Book
The Provocative and Practical Guide to Coaching Agile Teams As an agile coach, you can help project teams become
outstanding at agile, creating products that make them proud and helping organizations reap the powerful benefits of
teams that deliver both innovation and excellence. More and more frequently, ScrumMasters and project managers are
being asked to coach agile teams. But it’s a challenging role. It requires new skills—as well as a subtle understanding of
when to step in and when to step back. Migrating from “command and control” to agile coaching requires a whole new mindset. In Coaching Agile Teams, Lyssa Adkins gives agile coaches the insights they need to adopt this new mind-set and to
guide teams to extraordinary performance in a re-energized work environment. You’ll gain a deep view into the role of the
agile coach, discover what works and what doesn’t, and learn how to adapt powerful skills from many allied disciplines,
including the fields of professional coaching and mentoring. Coverage includes Understanding what it takes to be a great
agile coach Mastering all of the agile coach’s roles: teacher, mentor, problem solver, conflict navigator, and performance
coach Creating an environment where self-organized, high-performance teams can emerge Coaching teams past
cooperation and into full collaboration Evolving your leadership style as your team grows and changes Staying actively
engaged without dominating your team and stunting its growth Recognizing failure, recovery, and success modes in your
coaching Getting the most out of your own personal agile coaching journey Whether you’re an agile coach, leader, trainer,
mentor, facilitator, ScrumMaster, project manager, product owner, or team member, this book will help you become skilled
at helping others become truly great. What could possibly be more rewarding?
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Creating a Coaching Culture
The defining attributes of the 21st-century economy and fourth industrial revolution are innovation, technology,
globalization, and a rapid pace of change. Therefore, an organization's capacity to enhance the capabilities of its workforce
and create a culture of continuous learning are vital to remaining competitive. These trends make an effective learning-anddevelopment (L&D) function more critical than ever. This compendium of articles, from L&D professionals at McKinsey &
Company, discusses every facet of professional development and training-from ensuring that L&D's efforts are closely
aligned with business strategy to elements of advancing the L&D function, designing learning solutions, deploying digital
learning, executing flawlessly, measuring impact, and ensuring good governance. For L&D professionals seeking to hone
their organization's efforts, Elevating Learning & Development: Insights and Practical Guidance from the Field is the ideal
resource.

The Coaching Manual ePub eBook
BRING THE TECHNIQUES OF THE STAGE TO THE BOARDROOM. For more than a decade, Belle Linda Halpern and Kathy
Lubar have applied the lessons and expertise they have learned as performing artists to the work of their company, The
Ariel Group. Halpern and Lubar have helped tens of thousands of executives at major companies around the country and
the globe, including General Electric, Mobil Oil, Capital One, and Deloitte. In Leadership Presence, they make their timetested strategies available to everyone, from high-profile CEOs to young professionals seeking promotion. Their practical,
proven approach will enable you to develop the skills necessary to inspire confidence, command respect, build credibility,
and motivate others. Halpern and Lubar teach you: • How to handle tough situations with heightened confidence and
flexibility • How to build your relationships to enhance collaboration and business development • How to express yourself
dramatically and motivate others • How to integrate your personal values into communication to inspire others and become
a more effective leader Learning the skills of the true performance experts, readers will understand why Leadership
Presence is the key to dynamic and authentic leadership. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Peer Coaching
Developing and Sustaining Sport Psychology Programs: A Resource Guide for Practitioners outlines a systemic approach to
creating comprehensive, sustainable sport psychology programs in professional sports organizations, colleges, universities,
and at secondary school levels. Based on the author’s more than 30 years of professional experience, this volume presents
a framework that delineates methods for designing, implementing, and evaluating sport psychology programs, discussing
topics such as needs assessment and client identification. Featuring real-world experiences and clear, non-technical writing,
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this step-by-step guide can be applied to a range of sport psychology programs including mental skills, life skills, coach
education, leadership training, and team development programs. Developing and Sustaining Sport Psychology Programs
details a program development process that has been applied successfully at the professional, collegiate, and secondary
school levels over a more than 30-year period. It has contributed to the development of sport psychology programs that
have sustained themselves over the course of time and is an essential text for sport psychologists and mental skills coaches
at all levels as well as graduate students and other professionals in the field.

The Football Coaching Bible
The authors illustrate how to use data as a catalyst for significant, systematic, and continuous improvement in instruction
and learning. Includes a CD-ROM with slides and reproducibles.

The Data Coach's Guide to Improving Learning for All Students
Responsive Literacy Coaching
Why do so many sports teams have losing records, year after year? Why do others win big, but only every 20 or 30 years?
And why is it that so few teams enjoy sustained, continual success? This book gives the answer. Providing a blueprint or
"playbook" for success in sports at every level, it lays out a clear step-by-step plan for building a team culture that will lead
to winning consistently. With each step, the book introduces real-world tools that can be easily implemented by every
sports organization and coach to achieve success, including team charters, individual athlete plans, player accountability
systems, and team communication strategies. It offers expert advice and practical guidance on key areas, such as aligning
individuals with a clear team plan, resolving conflicts proactively, and learning from every game and every season to
develop a smarter and more consistent culture of success. The Sports Playbook: Building Teams that Outperform, Year after
Year will help every team fulfil its true potential through leadership, focus, and performance. It is essential reading for
coaches, sport management professionals, and leaders of every kind of team, inside and outside of sports.

Elevating Learning & Development (paperback)
Essential leadership moves for supporting instructional coaching in your school Strong leadership is essential in any
successful instructional coaching effort. This action-oriented guide provides principals and district leaders with the
background, practices, and tools required for leading coaching efforts that have a measurable impact on student and
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teacher learning. Filled with ideas that school leaders can easily apply, this book includes: Tools and techniques for
preparing a school for coaching, launching a coaching culture, and supporting coaches Leadership moves and lessons from
the field that provide strategies for building principal and coach partnerships Recommendations for coaches to use as they
strive to increase their impact

Coaching for Change
Coaching Mastery : The ULTIMATE "Blueprint" for Tennis Coaches, Tennis Parents, and Tennis-teaching Professionals. Learn
how to: Attract tennis players to your program, develop sustainable tennis programs, and build perennial championship
teams and successful individuals. Following the world-wide embrace of David W. Smith's book, TENNIS MASTERY, David now
brings his "Advanced Foundation" to the art of coaching and teaching tennis. For the High School, Club or Team Coach, from
the highly experienced to the uninitiated, Coaching Mastery is a PROVEN "blueprint" to attracting players and designing
highly effective and efficient tennis practices. For the Tennis Parent: Regardless of your tennis experience, Coaching
Mastery will provide a clear and proven method to make sure you are providing your child the right progression and
patterns of play to insure they will reach their personal bestand do it in a way that makes it fun for both parent and child!
For the Tennis-teaching Professional: Coaching Mastery provides a lifetime of successful tennis club programming and
teaching experience, a resource to enhance any teaching professional's teaching program. Coaching Mastery provides over
70 effective drills and dozens of ideas that allow any coach or teacher to get the most out of their tennis opportunities. In
addition, Coaching Mastery provides the "Advanced Foundation" principles that define every shot and every stroke in the
sport.

Instructional Coaching
Written by a sports psychologist and a renowned T'ai Chi master, here is a guide to enriching all of life's pursuits through
the practice of its simple mental tools and wisdom. Using stories of success from athletes and businesspeople, the authors
present techniques and exercises to promote relaxation and enhance performance.

Fortitude
Engage math teachers and foster productive collaborations through an effective coaching process that builds trust and
rapport and leads to better teaching practice and increased student achievement.

Coaching Educational Leadership
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Les Foltos' successful method for peer coaching is now available in this book that shows teachers how to help their
colleagues meet 21st century challenges.

Developing and Sustaining Sport Psychology Programs
This book provides essential coaching tools to support teachers in planning and implementing instruction aligned with the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS). The authors explain the key instructional shifts brought about by the CCSS in K-5
English language arts classrooms. Eighteen specific strategies for coaching large groups, small groups, and individual
teachers are presented, including clear-cut procedures, vivid illustrative examples, and 28 reproducible forms. Grounded in
research on adult learning, the book addresses common coaching challenges and how to overcome them. The large-size
format facilitates photocopying; purchasers also get access to a Web page where they can download and print the
reproducible materials.

Leadership Team Coaching
Organizations are most effective when the teams responsible for their success function to the best of their ability. When the
relationships within the team work well and all members have a clear focus, the team is able to achieve goals more easily.
Leadership Team Coaching is a roadmap for those who have the responsibility of developing a leadership team. It provides
a thorough explanation of the key elements of team coaching and is filled with practical tools and techniques to facilitate
optimum performance across virtual teams, international teams, executive boards and other teams. The fully updated 3rd
edition of Leadership Team Coaching brings together the latest research in leadership teams and team coaching along with
numerous examples to illustrate how to develop people from disparate groups into a high-performing team. With new
international case studies throughout as well as a new chapter on systemic coaching, the book covers the five disciplines of
team performance, how to select team members, how the relationship of the coach and the team develops through stages,
how CEOs can foster effective teams with shared leadership, how to choose the best team coach and more to facilitate
effective leadership teams.

Collabortive Coaching: Coach's Guide
Coaching Educational Leadership is about building leadership capacity in individuals, and in institutions, through enhancing
professional relationships. It is based on the importance of maximising potential, and harnessing the ongoing commitment
and energy needed to meet personal and professional goals. Based on over a decade of research and development,
nationally and internationally, Coaching Educational Leadership brings you the empirical evidence, the principles, and the
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skills, to be able to develop your own leadership and that of others you work with. This book: - Challenges you to critically
reflect on your leadership and professional relationships - Offers practical activities and exercises - Describes leadership
coaching based on reciprocal processes - Seeks to connect theory and practice - Provides a basis for workshop activities in
coaching, appraisal, and mentoring. Coaching Educational Leadership will assist educators who believe in the development
of leadership at all levels, to dialogue effectively with professional colleagues for the improvement of leadership practice.
This book comes highly recommended to those professionals committed to lifelong, experiential learning and reflective
practice. An essential addition to the professional development programme. Jan Robertson is Director of London Centre for
Leadership in Learning, Institute of Education.

RESULTS Coaching
Building and Sustaining a Coaching Culture is the ideal book for everyone who is passionate about coaching and who has an
interest in creating an environment that supports learning and growth. Easy to navigate and logically structured, topics
include the current understanding of coaching culture in organisations, coaching and mentoring culture strategy, making
effective use of external coaches, formal and informal mentoring, developing and supporting internal coaches and mentors,
team coaching, cross-cultural marketing coaching and cross-cultural issues. This edition of Building and Sustaining a
Coaching Culture is a fully revised version of the seminal book Making Coaching Work: Creating a Coaching Culture. It
analyses what has changed in the field of coaching culture and provides update on new knowledge and experience. A wide
variety of international case studies and engaging tools such as chapter overviews, templates, and reflective questions will
take you clearly through the development and implementation of a successful and integrated training culture. Whether you
are an HR Manager looking to maximise the positive impact of coaching in your organisation, a business leader wanting to
facilitate growth, or a consultant or coach seeking to place your work in the relevant organisational context, you will be
shown how to implement an effective coaching and mentoring strategy that meets your needs.

Making Coaching Work
Now with a new chapter on the Wildcats' legendary comeback in the 2014 Final Four John Calipari, one of the most
successful coaches in NCAA history, presents the world of college basketball from the coach's chair, unvarnished and
straight from the heart. Players First is Calipari's account of his first six years coaching the University of Kentucky men's
team, leading it to a national championship in 2012 and the championship game in 2014, all while dealing with the realities
of the "one-and-done" mentality and an NCAA that sometimes seems to put players last. Filled with revelatory stories about
what it takes to succeed at the highest level of the college game, Players First is a candid look at the great players and
rivalries that have filled Calipari's life with joy and a sense of purpose. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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High Performance Team Coaching
To have any hope of succeeding as a manager, you need to get your people all in. Whether you manage the smallest of
teams or a multi-continent organization, you are the owner of a work culture—congratulations—and few things will have a
bigger impact on your performance than getting your people to buy into your ideas and your cause and to believe what
they do matters. Bestselling authors of The Carrot Principle and The Orange Revolution, Adrian Gostick and Chester Elton
return to answer the most overlooked leadership questions of our day: Why are some managers able to get their employees
to commit wholeheartedly to their culture and give that extra push that leads to outstanding results? And how can
managers at any level build and sustain a profitable, vibrant work-group culture of their own? These leading workplace
experts teamed up with research giant Towers Watson to analyze an unprecedented 300,000-person study, and they made
a groundbreaking finding: managers of the highest-performing work groups create a “culture of belief.” In these distinctive
workplaces, people believe in their leaders and in the company’s vision, values, and goals. Employees are not only engaged
but also enabled and energized (termed the three Es), which leads to astonishing results—average annual revenues three
times higher than for organizations lacking such a positive culture. And this was true during a period that included this most
recent recession. Based on their extensive consulting experience and in-depth interviews with leaders and employees at
exceptional companies such as American Express, Cigna, Avis Budget, Pepsi Bottling, and Hard Rock, the authors present a
simple seven-step road map for creating a culture of belief: define a burning platform; create a customer focus; develop
agility; share everything; partner with your talent; root for each other; and establish clear accountability. Delving into
specific how-tos for each step, they share eye-opening stories of exceptional leaders in action, vividly depicting just how
these powerful methods can be implemented by any manager. All In draws on cutting-edge psychology and all of the
creative genius that have made Gostick and Elton a must-read for leaders worldwide. This vital resource will empower
managers everywhere to inspire a new level of commitment and performance.

Players First
An innovative professional development strategy that facilitates change, improves instruction, and transforms school
culture! Instructional coaching is a research-based, job-embedded approach to instructional intervention that provides the
assistance and encouragement necessary to implement school improvement programs. Experienced trainer and researcher
Jim Knight describes the "nuts and bolts" of instructional coaching and explains the essential skills that instructional
coaches need, including getting teachers on board, providing model lessons, and engaging in reflective conversations. Each
user-friendly chapter includes: First-person stories from successful coaches Sidebars highlighting important information A
"Going Deeper" section of suggested resources Ready-to-use forms, worksheets, checklists, logs, and reports
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Leading Student-Centered Coaching
Based on direct experience and a realistic understanding of the scope of influence that many coaching champions have
within their organizations, Managing Coaching at Work provides practical guidance on all aspects of making workplace
coaching work. It serves as an essential reference for any manager or HR professional looking to bring coaching into their
organization and for those seeking to move forward, re-energize or maximize the true potential of their true coaching
investment. This comprehensive guide covers all of the key issues many organizations face, including: ·Embedding
coaching on a shoestring and surviving during times when budgets are under pressure ·Developing, sourcing and
maximizing the use of coaching to meet your organization's business needs ·Creating a compelling business case for
sustaining coaching ·Making coaching a part of managers' everyday skill-sets ·Evaluating the results and benefits of
coaching Find out more on the book's website, www.managingcoachingatwork.com

Presence-Based Coaching
Today, technology has become too much a part of overall corporate success for its effectiveness to be left to chance. The
stakes are too high. Fortunately, the idea of 'quality management' is being reinvigorated. In the last decade process
programs have become more and more prevalent. And, out of all the available options, three have moved to the top of the
chain. These three are: The 9001:2000 Quality Management Standard from the International Standards Organization; The
Capability Maturity Model Integration from the Software Engineering Institute; and Six Sigma, a methodology for
improvement shaped by companies such as Motorola, Honeywell, and General Electric. These recognized and proven
quality programs are rising in popularity as more technology managers are looking for ways to help remove degrees of risk
and uncertainty from their business equations, and to introduce methods of predictability that better ensure success.
Process Improvement Essentials combines the foundation needed to understand process improvement theory with the best
practices to help individuals implement process improvement initiatives in their organization. The three leading programs:
ISO 9001:2000, CMMI, and Six Sigma--amidst the buzz and hype--tend to get lumped together under a common label. This
book delivers a combined guide to all three programs, compares their applicability, and then sets the foundation for further
exploration. It's a one-stop-shop designed to give you a working orientation to what the field is all about.

The Sports Playbook
Discover the military’s keys to excellent leadership and team building training The Program: Lessons From Elite Military
Units for Creating and Sustaining High Performing Leaders and Teams offers a hands-on guide to the winning techniques
and tactics of The Program, the acclaimed team building and leadership development company. Drawing on the actual
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experiences of The Program’s instructors from their personal combat stories to working with world-class athletic teams and
successful corporations, the book clearly shows how The Program’s training operations can help to achieve life goals and
ambitions. The Program offers a road map that contains illustrative examples, ideas, and approaches for improving
teammates and leaders at all levels within an organization of any size or type. Bring your organization to the next level of
success Discover how to hold your leaders and teammates to the highest standards Understand how accountability
increases effectiveness Learn to communicate effectively This important book explores the military’s leadership and team
building concepts that can be implemented to ensure an organization creates and sustains performance that adheres to the
highest standards of excellence.

Leading Student-Centered Coaching
Essential leadership moves for supporting instructional coaching in your school Strong leadership is essential in any
successful instructional coaching effort. This action-oriented guide provides principals and district leaders with the
background, practices, and tools required for leading coaching efforts that have a measurable impact on student and
teacher learning. Filled with ideas that school leaders can easily apply, this book includes: Tools and techniques for
preparing a school for coaching, launching a coaching culture, and supporting coaches Leadership moves and lessons from
the field that provide strategies for building principal and coach partnerships Recommendations for coaches to use as they
strive to increase their impact

All In
Creating a Coaching Culture will help coaches and coaching companies to be more effective in the market place, by using
an approach that works to create a coaching culture and integrates coaching well into organisations

The Mentoring Manual
Discover how RESULTS coaching can foster continuous growth and improvement in your entire staff! RESULTS coaching is a
leadership model based on coaching relationships with staff members to help them grow as professionals. Built upon the
International Coach Federation standards and coaching competencies, this resource for “coach-leaders” offers: A navigation
system for creative thinking and solution finding Effective communication methods, such as committed listening, powerful
paraphrasing, and reflective feedback Testimonials of coach-leaders describing the impact of results coaching Strategies,
tools, and questions for conducting open and reflective conversations
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Managing Coaching at Work
Bringing together a powerful group of leading educational thinkers, including Michael Fullan, Dennis Sparks, Linda Lambert,
and Dean Fink, this volume examines how to sustain improvement through shared leadership.

A Guide to Mathematics Coaching
In Responsive Literacy Coaching, Cheryl Dozier draws on twenty-four years of experience as an elementary classroom
teacher and teacher educator to present both a theoretical framework and practical tools to enact responsive literacy
coaching. Through thoughtful and purposeful coaching, teachers learn effective ways to improve literacy instruction and
student achievement. The range of tools offered in the text invite customization based on the reader's specific instructional
context. This framework empowers literacy coaches and teachers through conversation, sustained engagement, and
reflective analysis. Dozier argues that at its best, literacy coaching is responsive, collegial, thoughtful, thought-provoking,
deliberate, reflective, and transferable. In this book she invites readers to enter into a coaching dialogue, through: vignettes
that bring coaching interactions to life; prompts to engage both teachers and students; occasions for collaborative
reflection; frequently-asked questions. As literacy tasks are documented and analyzed, coaching interactions logged and
categorized, and assessment scores scrutinized, Dozier cautions coaches to avoid being so caught up in the doing of
coaching that one forgets the purpose behind it. In this book she provides an occasion for them to step back, and ask, what
is the goal of literacy coaching? What kind of literacy environments and experiences are we creating for our schools and our
students? What is possible as we engage in transformative literacy practices? While the tools offered in this book do not
provide a “quick fix,” they foster critical thinking and sustained inquiry that leads to positive change for both teachers and
students.

Building Sustainable Leadership Capacity
"Mental toughness is the natural or developed psychological edge that results from a collection of skills, attributes, values,
emotions, and behaviors that allow people to overcome any obstacle, adversity, or pressure as well as deal with the general
day-to-day demands (lifestyle, training, competition) placed upon them and still remain consistent, focused, confident, and
motivated to achieve their goals."Fortitude is a guide for high performing athletes and business professionals on
understanding mental toughness, how to build and sustain it over time. Kate Allgood built her business helping individuals
like you learn what it takes to perform under pressure. In this book you'll discover: - What you need to know to build real
and long lasting confidence- How to improve the ability to focus and refocus - The power of mindfulness- How to build
motivation in yourself and others - And much, much, more! "Kate is a force in the sports business and with her new book
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she brings the best insight directly to your field of play." Jeremy M. Evans, Founder of and Managing Attorney at California
Sports Lawyer(R) "If you want to step up your game, your business or just kill it in life, Fortitude is an easy to read guide to
do it."- Majo Orellana - Pro Athlete, Coach and Entrepreneur

Building and Sustaining a Coaching Culture
The Thin Book of® Trust is a small book about a very important subject. A lot has been written about trust: about what it is
and what it can do for people, families, companies, communities and countries. Often, good work is being sabotaged by
interpersonal conflict, political infighting, paralysis, stagnation, apathy, or cynicism. Almost always, one can trace these
problems to a breakdown in trust. It not only kills good work, it also inevitably creates some degree of misery, annoyance,
fear, anger, frustration, resentment, and resignation. By contrast, in successful companies where people are innovative,
engage in productive conflict and debate about ideas, and have fun working together, one can find strong trusting
relationships. Having the trust of those you work with is too important not to be intentional about building and maintaining
it. The goal of The Thin Book of® Trust is to give you enough clear and concrete language to understand and address issues
of trust at work and includes some sample scripts. You will learn how to build and maintain strong trusting relationships
with others, and repair trust when it is broken, by being intentional and consistent in your language and actions.
Understanding and consistently demonstrating trustworthy language and behavior will help you earn and keep the trust of
the people you work with. The author, Charles Feltman, is a coach with many years of experience working with all kinds of
people and organizations. For this reason, he's able to define trust in a way that I hope you will find eminently useful. First
he defines trust as choosing to risk making something you value vulnerable to another person's actions. He then breaks the
concept of trust down into 4 assessments. That means that instead of labeling someone as untrustworthy, you can dig
deeper and define which of the 4 assessments you are struggling with. The 4 assessments are:
SincerityReliabilityCompetenceCareThis book includes a pull-out card with the 4 distinctions of Trust. You'll find it very
useful in stimulating a conversation about Trust. If your training budget doesn't allow for a purchase of the Trust book for
everyone, give everyone this card instead

Creating Dynamic Schools Through Mentoring, Coaching, and Collaboration
Small groups transform churches—and lives. Small group leaders often feel the weight of shepherding their members. But
who shepherds the shepherd? And what are the best ways to provide that support and guidance? These are the questions
answered in Coaching Life-Changing Small Group Leaders. When you’re called to coach a small group leader in your church,
your mind may be filled with questions: Am I godly enough? What do I have to offer? How do I begin? Although the
challenge seems immense, this handbook breaks down the work into reassuring and achievable steps. Originally selfPage 14/16
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published by Willow Creek Community Church, this expanded and improved edition offers field-tested and biblically
supported advice on such topics as modeling a surrendered life to those you shepherd gaining the tools and wisdom you
need for coaching helping leaders grow spiritually nurturing the spiritual development and support of leaders. For those
who want to coach with excellence and truly help small group leaders thrive, this go-to guide offers practical answers and
inspiring examples. You’ll find both challenge and promise in these pages as you learn to carry forth your God-given calling
with confidence. “We ask small group leaders to come alongside their group members, but often no one comes alongside
them. This is a great tool from two people who have done exactly that for a long time. Small group leaders everywhere will
benefit from this kind of coaching.”
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